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I open the Omega Portal this day and begin this
session feeling that I am being drawn forward,
away from my physical body, forward into a space
where I can connect with you and you also may
feel you are already being drawn forward to
connect with me into this different space. It is a
different space in our consciousness, because
everything that we visualise means we are
already operating at a different level of
consciousness and we are able to merge and link
together as one, and to travel together, being
drawn into that space we recognise as the
receiving area of the Station of Light.
Do you come here yourself separately? It is a
beginning point to help you move into this
receiving area and state of awareness and
consciousness. Being receptive to the higher
energy flow and the messages which come to you
through it, helps you in many ways in your life.
Have you noticed that? Have you noticed you
have more energy when you come forward into
this space and listen to previous messages? It is
all part of connecting you into the higher aspect of
yourself, which in turns connects into the aspect
of Source Creation of you.

In this space in this Station of Light we are received
by the Beings who are here to help each one of us,
to help the overall pattern of humanity, and perhaps
more than just humanity on this Earth station to
evolve and to be clear.
We wait here for their presence and their energy
and what will be presented today.

“Greetings Beloved. The light is upon you and
around you. Orem addressing you. The session has
already begun, because you had an awareness that
this was the particular day that there would be a new
energy flow in the transmission and of course you
are ready for it. You are ready to receive another
level or perhaps another explanation which will help
you on your pathway.
We are able here to come around you with the
energy appropriate for you at this time. We do not
deliver you into a space that you would not
comprehend, or give you information that you would
not comprehend and receive. This is a steady
uplifting and steady inflow of coded energy
frequencies to you which you interpret and absorb
in the way that you are able to as you are present
here in this state, and we are talking to the many
aspects of you - the individual known as you in the
current time frame and the many other aspects of
you who have come into this space also to receive
any necessary adjustment or refinement for you as
you function in different realities.
It is necessary for you to be reminded sometimes
that what you are achieving and intending to
achieve in the current lifetime, you have also
participated in, in other realities, because your
purpose remains the same underlying purpose for
your emergence into manifestation.
If you are not able to clearly define that purpose, you
are still maintaining your presence and with the
sense and intention of aligning with all that you
know, and that is sufficient for you to bring to you
the streams of energy that you process and work

with and then you radiate out from you in whatever
way that would be.
As always in the presentations to you, we bring you
into a state to help clear and leave behind, and clear
away from you fully any of the attachments that are
disturbing you from the reality in which you are
exposed. So, we draw you deliberately into another
space in this Station to achieve this result.
As you pass into this particular spatial area, some
of you will experience feeling that you are being
fragmented, that you are being exposed or widened
to a different energy field and this will be assisting
you to release what is not appropriate that has been
caught up in your energy field, and your body of light
here is able to clear that from you in the many
different levels.
Attachments form during your manifestations into
life. Attachments in the form of relationships
attached to you and what you hold onto and
attachments in the form of miscellaneous
instrumentation and physical and psychological
energy influences upon you. Many you would not be
aware of. In this state these are detected around
your energy presence here.
If you are willing to allow all of those to be cleared
from you – they will be. If you try to define what those
would be, you may in fact hold them around you, so
this is an energy space in which you must trust the
higher aspect of yourself and thus you do not need
to experience or re-live any of those experiences or
attachments which are caught up in your energy
field.
We observe you here and we observe the lightness,
the brightness, in your energy field.
Moving on from this, you may be aware that you are
being presented into different areas of creation, of
the universe, moving into different spheres which
you may recognise as other planets or other
stations around planets, even into different areas of
this particular Earth station that we have drawn you
into.

Even though you are feeling you are moving into
different areas, you are still connected with us in this
space, for we are upholding you, protecting you and
linking you, so you do not lose your link with your
current life plan and manifestation. It is just that you
are moving into perceiving different realities and
you may also be experiencing communication with
other aspects of self and other Beings here.
There are many decisions that are made – many
choices and changes in the journey of experience.
Because you have particularly aligned with your
greater purpose through your point of origin, then
everything that is being communicated in this
pattern will be to do with that purpose and you are
refining yourself and you are also presenting
yourself in a purposeful way into some of these
other areas.
There is reorganisation taking place because of
this. Reorganisation also includes clearance and
alignment with the overall adjustments which occur
in the dimensional geometry throughout Creation.
This also is occurring around your particular light
energy form present here and in this brief
presentation into those areas many adjustments
took place, and now you are back here with us,
drawn into the central communication chamber in
this Station of Light.
There is busyness here in this presentation in this
facility here and it increases the energy that you are
able to bring to you. Every clearance that takes
place in your energy field brings you into more of the
advanced concepts and communication between
different settlements within Creation, different
establishments indeed. This gives you the sense of
upliftment and clarity, which indeed is needed
around you in your space in the manifestation on
Earth.
There are many layers being worked on in layers of
consciousness and the layers of consciousness, or
dimensions in consciousness, can include different
elements. You recognise the elements of air and fire
and earth and water as common within all aspects
of creation around you and within your own entire

energy form and many of those layers are being
altered. They are receiving the energy that changes
and refines the energy and this is part of the entire
upliftment process in the evolution of the planet
itself and the Beings upon it. So, many of those
layers are being actively changed by groups of
Beings whose purpose it is.
You may look upon many of the scientific
experiments with interest to see how they may be
involved in the upliftment process. You will also
know the ones that are being manifested and
adjusted that are not in accordance with the
principle of evolution. With your presence and
alignment with that evolutionary process and your
purpose within that, then you will help modify areas.
Your presence and your consciousness present will
help redefine some of the patterns which have
become twisted or diverted from the original
intention. You would recognise that choice is used
within all of manifestation and you can choose also
the appropriate level that you would wish to present
yourself as and the areas that you put your attention
to. Remember that whatever you put your attention
to, you are present in energy and you may need to
disengage yourself sometimes from those areas
and draw yourself back into balance and order
within the original intention and within the blueprint
for the human element existence.
You have been very quickly adjusted and presented
into different areas in this transmission. Now bring
all of this back with you and I am shepherding you
back to the receiving area of the Station, for this
presentation to you has been sufficient for you at
this time. We will meet again and convey the
messages to you with the energy

Thank you Orem. This is Lani speaking again and
as I turn my attention to you all gathered here, I
recognise that this was a very quick experience into
many areas and many dimensions that you felt. You
are capable of experiencing that, which is why it was
presented to you in this way. Bring the sense of joy
back with you, and perhaps playfulness as you
experience different areas, bringing that back now
to your Earth life in this time, quickly sending love
and light to all the other aspects of you present in
many other dimensions and realities.
Now I am preparing to close the portal on this
transmission and I want you to make sure that you
bring your attention back into the present – the
present day and time – into the surroundings around
you. Also try to sense the other existence around
you that often we are told about – the crystalline light
city. The great field of existence that is like the
presence of another civilisation being overlaid
across what we have been brought up to see as life
today. The areas that I am talking about in this
greater existence touch into many areas of the
planet, being anchored there and having gateways
there, gateways which allow the uplifting energy to
come in.
There is always much to think about which comes
through in these transmissions and I leave this with
you now.
Thank you for being here

Lani

Orem out “
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